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News matters to us as a company

Google cares deeply about journalism. 

We believe deeply in spreading knowledge to make 
life better for everyone.

It’s at the heart of Google’s mission. 
It’s the mission of publishers and journalists.

Put simply, our futures are tied.

SUNDAR PICHAI, GOOGLE CEO



If you’re not successful,
We’re not successful.



If you don’t grow
We don’t grow.



Newsstand 
launches

Digital News 
Initiative 

forms

Google 
founded

Google News 
launches

Partners with 
Local Media 
Consortium

News Lab 
launches

1998 2002 2007 2013 2014 2015 2016

Fact Check 
announced

Accelerated 
Mobile Pages 

launched

2017

Flexible 
Sampling 

introduced

Coalition for 
Better Ads 
announced

Doubleclick 
acquired

Our commitment to news dates back more than 15 
years
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At our best, we’ve worked alongside
you to build products 

Drive news 
innovation

Mobile speed
and video

Fight
misinformation

Expand 
more choice

Flexible Sampling



We’re in a unique and challenging moment
for quality journalism
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It's challenging for 
news organizations to 

keep pace with 
technological innovation

Digital ad revenue isn't 
growing fast enough 

to offset decreases in 
print ad revenue

It's more difficult 
to ensure people 

are consuming 
accurate information

We’re in a unique and challenging moment
for quality journalism



We need to do more.





Empower news 
organizations through 

technological innovation

Evolve business
models to drive 

sustainable growth

Elevate and strengthen 
quality journalism

Our effort to build a stronger future for journalism



Elevating and strengthening quality journalism

Google
We build products to 

elevate quality journalism 
on our platforms

Ecosystem
We collaborate with 
newsrooms surface 

accurate information

Audiences
We support research 
and build programs to 
improve digital literacy





Evolving business models to drive sustainable growth

Optimizing

Ad revenue

Enabling 
subscriptions 

Flex Frame Ads Subscribe w/ Google



We’re using machine learning to surface more ad 
growth opportunities

Insights Engine Project



We’re working with the industry to support better 
ad standards

User based Context-based Empirical Impactful

Leveraged real 
user feedback

Developed based 
on a natural 

content 
consumption 

experience

Based on data, and 
reflects national 

and regional 
preferences  

Should help the 
marketplace 
improve the 
consumer 
experience 











Empower news orgs through technological innovation 

New ways to 
tell stories

New ways to 
reach audiences

Support and safeguard
 data & infrastructure

Leverage 
Artificial Intelligence

Perspective APIProject OutlineVirtual Reality AMP Stories



Together



Empower the news ecosystem move innovation 
forward

29 European countries

461 projects

€94m in funding



DNI FUND REPORT 2018



g.co/newsinitiative



Thank you!



Empower the news ecosystem move innovation 
forward


